GARDEN CITY, GEORGIA
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN OF GARDEN CITY MULTI-PURPOSE RECREATION COMPLEX
ADDENDA #2
RFP for Engineering and Design Services for Multi-Purpose Recreation Complex
The following questions were submitted in reference to The City of Garden City’s Request for
Proposal (RFP) for Engineering and Design Services for Multi-Purpose Recreation Complex
dated December 13, 2018:
1. Question: Page 3: it is stated that the submittal is not to exceed 20 pages back and front
excluding the cover page and exhibits. Is this to mean that the Respondent is allowed a total of 20
double-sided pages, numbered 1-40? Do the front and back covers count (is this what is referred
to as the cover page)?
Response: Correct, the Respondent is allowed a total of 20 double-sided pages, numbered 1-40.
The front and back covers do not count.
2. Question: Page 11: 3.2.6 states that the Respondent shall provide the City a sample
contract/agreement utilizing the information contained herein, etc. Will a copy of our standard
contract (with no customization to this specific project) be accepted or is this only for the
successful Respondent?
Response: A copy of the Respondent’s standard contract will suffice but should the Respondent
have any known terms or conditions specific to this project the City suggests adding those into the
contract for review.
3. Question: Page 12: 4.5 states that the Respondent shall submit the Price Proposal Form
(Exhibit A) however there is no form supplied in the Exhibits. Can you provide this form or are
Respondents allowed to submit a price in the format of our choice?
Response: The Respondents is allowed to submit a price proposal in their own format.
4. Question: Page 12: 4.6.13 requests the SAVE Affidavit however there is no SAVE Affidavit
within Exhibit K. Can you provide?
Response: Sorry for the confusion, the required Affidavit is included within the Vendor
registration documentation as the “City of Garden City Contractor Affidavit” on page 34 of the
pdf therefore no additional document is required.
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